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I assume you mean the Mandarin language, which is the one spoken by most people in the People's Republic of China.
2. As an adult learner, a good starting point is to do evening classes or buy a book that will teach the main parts of
Mandarin grammar and give you some words to learn.

Development[ edit ] The Banglapedia project originated when the Asiatic Society of Bangladesh was working
on a three-volume study titled History of Bangladesh, in The editors felt the need for a standard desk
reference, as that project progressed laboriously, culling facts from various libraries. The idea finally led to a
concept paper prepared by Sirajul Islam and his colleagues and submitted to the Asiatic Society of Bangladesh
in early The Banglapedia project was formally adopted on 19 February , and Islam was appointed project
director and chief editor. As the head of the Project Implementation Committee, his task was to plan and
manage the project funding. Twenty-seven thousand entries were proposed, requiring a 20 volume
compendium. Because of financial constraints, the number of entries was cut down to around 6, Banglapedia
raised further contributions from universities, banks, multinational companies, international organisations and
even private individuals. A total of 4, sets of the Bengali version and 2, of the English version were sold on the
day of release. From October till November the book was printed by Felix Carey every month in page
installments. Thus completed, the first part of Vidyarthabali was compiled into the page Vyabachchedvidya,
the first book on anatomy and surgery in Bengali. Work on the second part, Smritishastra, which was largely
on jurisprudence, then began. But, Carey died after only two page installments were printed in February and
March The unfinished papers were compiled into four unequal volumes as Bangla Visvacos with Khan
Bahadur Abdul Hakim as the chief editor. As it was written in Bengali and English, it was named
Encyclopedia Bengaliansis. Articles on history, geography, mathematics and ethics related to Asia, Europe
and America are included. The fourth volume was a history of Rome and the sixth volume a history of Egypt.
Krishna Mohan hoped to write the history of India, but was unable to do so. Sample text excerpt from
Banglapedia: The writing of each article was overseen by an expert editor. Its purpose is to provide a standard
desk reference for Bangladeshis, as well as for people interested in Bangladesh, Bengali-speaking people, and
related political, cultural and geographical contexts. However, for biographical entries, the linguistic identity
prevails. There is a section explaining how to use the Banglapedia, which clarifies issues such as date systems,
contributors, cross references, and headings. From ancient times to , the political geography of the region has
changed often, and with that its name has also undergone changes. With the rise of Bangladesh as a sovereign
nation state, the term has no doubt obtained a specific meaning. It may be noted here that the term Bangalah or
Bengala, from which Bangla and Bengal originated, was coined and circulated by Muslim rulers whose seats
of administration were located mostly within the present territory of Bangladesh. District and upazila
cartography has been processed at the Geographic information system GIS and cartographic laboratory set up
for the Banglapedia. The fact that around local intellectuals were charged with writing about their respective
zilas and upazilas was described as a unique approach to information gathering. A professor of history at the
University of Dhaka , the oldest and largest university in Bangladesh, Islam gave up his day job five years
before the formal date for retirement, to make time for Banglapedia. Each sub-committee covered a particular
discipline. There were six consulting editors, four language editors, and three translation editors. Each subject
editor received assistance from six assistant and associate editors. Controversy[ edit ] Controversy over
Banglapedia broke out even before publication, when the Inqilab group , a major Bangladeshi newspaper
publishing house, got hold of a few entries on religion and related issues.
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During the Gupta Empire , Bengal was a hub of Sanskrit literature. These dialects were called Magadhi
Prakrit. They eventually evolved into Ardha Magadhi. Some argue that the points of divergence occurred
much earlier â€” going back to even , [30] but the language was not static: For example, Ardhamagadhi is
believed to have evolved into Abahatta around the 6th century, which competed with the ancestor of Bengali
for some time. Bengali was an official court language of the Sultanate of Bengal. Muslim rulers promoted the
literary development of Bengali. The modern literary form of Bengali was developed during the 19th and early
20th centuries based on the dialect spoken in the Nadia region , a west-central Bengali dialect. Bengali
presents a strong case of diglossia , with the literary and standard form differing greatly from the colloquial
speech of the regions that identify with the language. On the day of 21 February five students and political
activists were killed during protests near the campus of the University of Dhaka. In Bengali was made a state
language of Pakistan. This gives Bengali the distinction of being the only language in the world that is known
for its language movements and people sacrificing their lives for its preservation. A Bengali language
movement in the Indian state of Assam took place in , a protest against the decision of the Government of
Assam to make Assamese the only official language of the state even though a significant proportion of the
population were Bengali-speaking, particularly in the Barak Valley. In , the parliament of Bangladesh and the
legislative assembly of West Bengal proposed that Bengali be made an official UN language. A Bengali sign
in Brick Lane in London , which is home to a large Bengali diaspora Besides the native region it is also
spoken by the Bengalis living in Tripura , southern Assam and the Bengali population in the Indian union
territory of Andaman and Nicobar Islands. Bengali is also spoken in the neighboring states of Odisha , Bihar ,
and Jharkhand , and sizable minorities of Bengali speakers reside in Indian cities outside Bengal, including
Delhi , Mumbai , Varanasi , and Vrindavan. States of India by Bengali speakers Bengali is national and
official language of Bangladesh , and one of the 23 official languages in India. It is also a recognized
secondary language in the City of Karachi in Pakistan. Bengali dialects Regional variation in spoken Bengali
constitutes a dialect continuum. Linguist Suniti Kumar Chattopadhyay grouped these dialects into four large
clustersâ€” Rarh , Banga , Kamarupa and Varendra ; [54] but many alternative grouping schemes have also
been proposed. In the dialects prevalent in much of eastern and south-eastern Bangladesh Barisal , Chittagong
, Dhaka and Sylhet Divisions of Bangladesh , many of the stops and affricates heard in West Bengal are
pronounced as fricatives. The influence of Tibeto-Burman languages on the phonology of Eastern Bengali is
seen through the lack of nasalized vowels and an alveolar articulation of what are categorised as the "cerebral"
consonants as opposed to the postalveolar articulation of West Bengal. Rangpuri , Kharia Thar and Mal
Paharia are closely related to Western Bengali dialects, but are typically classified as separate languages.
Similarly, Hajong is considered a separate language, although it shares similarities to Northern Bengali
dialects. What is accepted as the standard form today in both West Bengal and Bangladesh is based on the
West-Central dialect of Nadia District , located next to the border of Bangladesh. However, use of
Shadhubhasha in modern writing is uncommon, restricted to some official signs and documents in Bangladesh
as well as for achieving particular literary effects. This form came into vogue towards the turn of the 19th
century, promoted by the writings of Peary Chand Mitra Alaler Gharer Dulal , , [60] Pramatha Chaudhuri
Sabujpatra, and in the later writings of Rabindranath Tagore. It is modeled on the dialect spoken in the
Shantipur region in Nadia district , West Bengal.
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There are so many purposes like Teaching Chinese as a foreign language, Chinese Interpretation, Scholarship and
Study in China, Business communication and understanding, Export-import etc.

Chapter 5 : Bengali language - Wikipedia
Spanish is the third most widely spoken language in the world, behind Mandarin Chinese and English. Increasingly,
Americans want to understand Spanish in order to communicate with workers, customers, and others.
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Chinese language translator & interpreter , chinese to bangla & english translator / interpreter in dhaka (), chinese
translation service (chinese- theinnatdunvilla.com Report Ad.
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Online shopping from a great selection at Books Store. Living Language Mandarin Chinese, Complete Edition: Beginner
through advanced course, including 3 coursebooks, 9 audio CDs, Chinese character guide, and free online learning.
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"Chinese language skill will open the doors for Bangladeshi people to prospects of versatile exchanges with China
including cooperation in diplomacy, construction, industry, agriculture and.
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Speak Mandarin in Words differs from most text books in that it's specifically aimed at Mandarin Chinese for every day
tasks and experiences: This reader has 30 lessons and each lesson has four units: "Text", "Words and Phrases",
"Review", and "Extended Practice".
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